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THE CLIENT

Our client is a UK-based food delivery company working with some of the biggest chains of restaurants with over 50,000 riders
operating in two hundred cities in the UK, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Belgium, Ireland, Spain, Italy, Australia, Singapore, United
Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. They have been our client since October 2016 and have grown rapidly to over 900 FTEs across
7 lines of business (LOBs), including Menu Transcription and Blended Customer Support.

THE CHALLENGE

In early 2019, the client came to TaskUs and expressed their requirement for photo editing work as part of their restaurant partner
service. They had an in-house team doing the work but wanted to move them to a new job quickly. With the increase in volume, they
needed a partner who can successfully launch a program in record-breaking time. They asked us for our experience in being able to
provide exactly what they were looking for. We happily obliged.
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THE ANSWER IS US

1. Industry-expert in Collaboration.
a. Clearly defined recruitment profiles as articulated by the client that enabled TaskUs to focus on hiring the right talent. We were

able to define the following unique skill sets required for this program:
i. Intermediate to advanced editing skills. This includes a solid background in using Adobe Lightroom, Adobe

Photoshop, and other editing tools.

ii. Familiarity in using client CRM tools (Zendesk, Salesforce).

b. Engaging a high-caliber Learning Experience (Training) Team that masterfully pulled resources with the necessary knowledge to
develop and implement a fully-customized training program and curriculum from scratch, utilizing our bespoke Learning
Management System with the accumulated best practices from several similar campaigns.

i. In the absence of onsite support, scheduled daily touchpoints were made to remotely assist training and nesting via
Zoom, whereby utilizing technology to bridge the distance and make sure the PH team are well supported.

2. Transformational Agility

TaskUs remains agile and flexible in order to quickly adapt to and solve our clients’ evolving goals despite our experience in implementing
hundreds of programs across the globe.  We understand the urgency of the client’s needs and our can-do attitude and support staff that
are willing to move at a moment's notice and thinking outside the box for a unique situation.

Because of this close collaboration between the teams combined with the clear-cut requirements of the program, the implementation
started from nothing to rock on in less than 3 weeks to hire, train, and Go Live for 10 Teammates.

3. Operations: Going the Extra Mile

Our operations team leveraged our knowledge, best practices, and intensive experience from campaigns that are similar to the photo
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editing program. What we do is as follows:

– Photo Editing
– Photo-editing software
– Exposure & Filters
– Vibrance
– Colour Balance
– Lens Distortion
– Cropping
– Content Awareness
– Metadata
– Culling of photos—filtering pictures from photo sets provided
– Keywording
– Photo Uploading

VALUE-ADDED PARTNERSHIP

TaskUs also brings the following value adds to the client:

– The Photo Editing team, aside from their required tasks, provide QA scoring from photos being sent by contractors and freelance photographers based on
technique, composition, delivery (turnaround time), and overall appearance. This ensures that quality guidelines set based on client specifications are being
met by contractors

– Although originally not part of the curriculum, all teammates are trained to meticulously moderate uploaded photos for the following components to ensure
quality and accuracy:

○ Careful scrutiny of the photos provided versus the menu item name and description even those that are labeled in foreign language. Teammates
proactively utilize Google translate to rename and match the photos.

○ Analyzing photos to verify ingredients apparent on images versus description.
– Up-training is done by TaskUs for photo editing tools updates, techniques and functions and latest trend in photography scenes aligned to client

specifications.

We have then evolved into helping out with inbound photography cases that involve:

– Edit and upload requirements.
– Reverse image web search to ensure photos sent by restaurants are not taken off the web.
– Liaising with stakeholders for issues relevant to menu item photos to account managers.
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